The FBI Bungles Hijacking
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When Brent Q. Downs taxied his plane
to a stop at Jacksonville International
Airport this month, he wondered, nervously, where the fuel truck was.
Downs, a 29-year-old pilot from Nashville, Tenn., had every reason to be nervous. His twin-engine Aero Commander
had been commandeered in Nashville at
gunpoint by a beefy hijacker who was
kidnaping his estranged wife.
Ordered to take them to the Bahamas,
Downs was in no mood to argue. But he
needed more fuel. He radioed his needs
to Jacksonville: fuel, charts, flotation
gear and two bottles of Chivas Regal.
He was assured that he could refuel without interference, that everything,, except
perhaps for the Scotch, "will be ready as
specified."
Instead, the unsuspecting pilot - was
directed to a parking pad where FBI
agents were waiting in the predawn darkness. Abruptly, Downs found another
FBI man barking instructions, to him
from the airport control tower. instruc-

tions that he protested were "endangering lives."
The FBI, it was learned yesterday,
heard and repeatedly ignored the captive
pilot's desperate pleas.
Within minutes, Brent Downs was
dead, shot in the back by the hijacker
after FBI agents began pumping bullets
into the parked plane's wheels and one
of its engines.
The hijacker, a 300-pound Nashville
real estate agent named George M. Giffe
Jr., then turned his 45-caliber automatic
on his .estranged young wife and finally
on himself. All three were dead or dying
when the G-men clambered aboard.
, Shortly after the shootings, sources
say, someone in the control tower
cracked: "You can't win 'em all."
The FBI's refusal to stay away from
the plane and let Downs refuel, despite
his stammered protests, is contained in
a hitherto secret transcript of the last
radio transmissions between the pilot
and authorities. A copy has been obtained by The Washington Post.
See FBI, A10, Col. 1
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Here, there was a long
pause, apparently for some
hurried discussions among
those aboard the airplane.
Besides Downs, Giffe and
his 25-year-old wife, Susan,
these included co-pilot Randall Crump and Giffe's,
friend Wallace, who has
since been accused of air
piracy and kidnaping for
helping Giffe.
At one point, Giffe had
urged the two fliers to try to
take off without refueling,
but, Crump has said, they
were afraid to try it in the
darkness after looking down
the taxiway and spotting a

clump of trees that seemed
closer than they actually
were. Now, it was decided,
Crump would get off the
plane and try to talk authorities into letting them refuel.
Pilot Downs cut one of
the engines so the prop
_wouldn't interfere with
Crump's departure. The copilot hopped out only to be
met, he has reportedly said,
by armed FBI agents who
hustled him into a waiting
car some 35 yards away.
They do not appear to have
been interested in discussing what be wanted to tell
them, Crump has been
quoted as saying.
The transcript reflects
only bits and pieces of all
this although the FBI agent
in the control tower, named
by sources as Frank Burns,
was in separate radio contact with agents on the field,
led by FBI agent James

O'Connor.

Tower: "58 NOVEMBER?"
Pilot: "Yeah."
Tower: "DID SOMEONE
DEPLANE FROM YOUR
AIRCRAFT?"
Pilot: "That's affirmative.
The co-pilot."
(Pause)
Tower: "58 NOVEMBER:"

Pilot: (Muffled reply).
Tower: "THE CO-PILOT
IS IN THE CAR AND WILL
NOT RETURN TO THE
AIRCRAFT. HE WILL NOT
RETURN TO THE AIRCRAFT."
A minute or so later, Wallace jumped out, perhaps
after. having persuaded
Giffe that he could succeed
where Crump had failed. A
pistol reportedly in his belt,
Wallace, 32, began moving
toward the back of the plane
when an FBI agent yelled at
him to "hit the ground."
He did as he was told.
meanwhile, agent O'Connor
moved to the front of the
plane where Giffe spotted
him from the cockpit and
fired two shots at the FBI
man, missing him both
times.
O'Connor, sources say,
ducked out of range and
gave the order to open fire.
Bullets sped into the wheels
and the engine that was still
running, apparently ripping
into a fuel line and causing
an emergency signal to light
up in the cockpit. At this
point, co-pilot Crump believes, Downs rushed to cut
off the engine and Giffe
began shooting again. This
time, he didn't miss.
The transcript ends with
an , unanswered question
from the control tower—"58
NOVEMBER?"— and t h e
time, 5:33 a.m.(EDT) Oct. 4.
The "you can't win 'em
all" remark, according to
sources who asked not to be
named, is part of background conversation audible
on the FAA's tape recordings though not included in
the transcript obtained by
The Post.

